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Providence, RI Celebrating the launch of their digital exhibition, DESIGNxRI reminisces about the
success of “A Decade of Design in Rhode Island,” held at Machines with Magnets, marking the
organization’s 10th Anniversary during DESIGN WEEK RI (Sept. 18th-23rd). Featuring a spectrum
of design disciplines and over 200 designers, the exhibition provides a comprehensive insight into



the ever-evolving design landscape of the Ocean State. The digital exhibition not only signifies the
lasting impact of the event but also immortalizes the work for a broader audience.

Nick Scappaticci, DxRI’s board chair, reflects on experiencing the exhibition during the 10th Annual
DESIGN WEEK RI. “Stepping inside the exhibition was transformative … Beyond the vast
disciplines and expert creative practices represented, on display were collaborations, insights,
delight, comfort, craft and a small glimpse into our future.”

Now accessible to viewers worldwide, DESIGNxRI’s website has dedicated multiple pages to the
vast selection of designs, capturing the enduring influence of creativity and innovation. “Witnessing
the collection, now available online, offers an opportunity to learn, be inspired, question and bring
the important exercise of critique to the position and practice of design in Rhode Island. Businesses
and careers enabled by design can be the greatest platform for change,” said Scappaticci.

From architecture to graphic design, innovative furniture design, and avant-garde fashion, the
exhibition is organized into four sections: 2013-2019, 2020-2021, 2022, and 2023, creating an
archive of the breadth of work being produced. Designers range from small sole proprietors to large
branding agencies and architecture firms.

DESIGNxRI extends appreciation to the designers, sponsors, volunteers, and attendees who played
roles in making “A Decade of Design in Rhode Island” a vibrant and captivating experience.
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